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CS W3134: Data CS W3134: Data 
Structures in JavaStructures in Java

Lecture #1: IntroductionLecture #1: Introduction
9/7/049/7/04

JanakJanak J J ParekhParekh

What?What?

This is the second Computer Science class in a twoThis is the second Computer Science class in a two--
course sequence for noncourse sequence for non--majorsmajors

As opposed to CS3137, this one more focused on As opposed to CS3137, this one more focused on ““practicalpractical””
Minors: special curriculum info session 4Minors: special curriculum info session 4--6pm, Carleton6pm, Carleton

The first class introduced fundamental Computer The first class introduced fundamental Computer 
Science concepts; this class will build on them and Science concepts; this class will build on them and 
continue to develop your programming and algorithmic continue to develop your programming and algorithmic 
skillsskills
Prerequisite: COMS W1004 or equivalent, i.e., basic Prerequisite: COMS W1004 or equivalent, i.e., basic 
fluency in Java and CSfluency in Java and CS
If unsure about anything, find me today right after If unsure about anything, find me today right after 
class!class!

Who?Who?

Instructor: Instructor: JanakJanak J J ParekhParekh
((janak@cs.columbia.edujanak@cs.columbia.edu))

Call me Call me JanakJanak, please, please
1010thth year student at Columbia (sort of)year student at Columbia (sort of)

TAsTAs
William Beaver (William Beaver (wmb2013@columbia.eduwmb2013@columbia.edu))
Rachel Goldman (Rachel Goldman (rg2020@barnard.edurg2020@barnard.edu))
Matthew Matthew WaymostWaymost ((mw708@columbia.edumw708@columbia.edu))
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Where?  When?Where?  When?

Class will be held here, in 833 Class will be held here, in 833 MuddMudd, TR 11, TR 11--
12:1512:15

““Tell me if youTell me if you’’re not herere not here””
Class website: Class website: 
http://www.cs.columbia.edu/~janak/cs3134http://www.cs.columbia.edu/~janak/cs3134

Lecture slides will be posted thereLecture slides will be posted there
Office hoursOffice hours

Mine will be held right after class or by appointmentMine will be held right after class or by appointment
TAsTAs’’ office hours TBDoffice hours TBD

How?How?

TextbookTextbook
LaforeLafore, Robert.  , Robert.  Data Structures & Data Structures & 
Algorithms in Java, Second Edition.Algorithms in Java, Second Edition. SAMS, SAMS, 
2003.2003.
I really like this book I really like this book –– very practical, lots very practical, lots 
of code examples, applets to demonstrate of code examples, applets to demonstrate 
conceptsconcepts
Available from Morningside Bookshop, Available from Morningside Bookshop, 
SW 114SW 114thth and Broadwayand Broadway

How? (II)How? (II)

Course structure: 300 pointsCourse structure: 300 points
6 6 homeworkshomeworks * 25 points ea. = 150 points* 25 points ea. = 150 points
50 point midterm50 point midterm
100 point final100 point final
Occasional extra creditOccasional extra credit

Class participation is importantClass participation is important
I hate standing up here and talking nonstopI hate standing up here and talking nonstop
Board material is fair gameBoard material is fair game
““Reasonable person principleReasonable person principle””
Feedback!Feedback!
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How? (III)How? (III)

HomeworksHomeworks: theory and programming parts: theory and programming parts
Important Important –– theythey’’re worth 50% of the classre worth 50% of the class
Submission, late policySubmission, late policy
Computing environment: CUNIXComputing environment: CUNIX
Please, donPlease, don’’t try to plagiarize or cheat t try to plagiarize or cheat –– you you willwill get get 
caughtcaught

http://www.cs.berkeley.edu/~aiken/moss.htmlhttp://www.cs.berkeley.edu/~aiken/moss.html

Exams are openExams are open--book, openbook, open--notesnotes
Midterm tentatively on 10/21Midterm tentatively on 10/21

PollPoll

Why are you here?Why are you here?
School (GS, SEAS, CC)School (GS, SEAS, CC)
Level of Java knowledgeLevel of Java knowledge

CS1004: With Prof. CS1004: With Prof. AhoAho?  With me?  No 1004??  With me?  No 1004?
Basic applicationsBasic applications
Basic applets, AWT, SwingBasic applets, AWT, Swing
OO: OO: SubclassingSubclassing, interfaces, polymorphism, inheritance, visibility , interfaces, polymorphism, inheritance, visibility 
modifiersmodifiers
Java Collections: Vector/Java Collections: Vector/ArrayListArrayList, , Hashtable/HashMapHashtable/HashMap, etc., etc.

C/C++ knowledgeC/C++ knowledge
DonDon’’t worry if you dont worry if you don’’t know most of theset know most of these
Java recitation/basic handsJava recitation/basic hands--on?on?

Why?Why?

What are the two primary things computers do?What are the two primary things computers do?
Store informationStore information
Manipulate informationManipulate information

Why do we need to know how?  DoesnWhy do we need to know how?  Doesn’’t Java t Java 
have builthave built--in data structures?in data structures?

ThereThere’’s no one way of doing its no one way of doing it
Each approach has advantages and disadvantagesEach approach has advantages and disadvantages
Raw CPU power canRaw CPU power can’’t overcome inefficiencyt overcome inefficiency
Java Java ““CollectionsCollections”” dondon’’t handle everythingt handle everything
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Why? (II)Why? (II)

DonDon’’t we need to know the problem beforehand?t we need to know the problem beforehand?
Not necessarilyNot necessarily
We want to develop a We want to develop a ““toolkittoolkit”” to be useable in the futureto be useable in the future
One fundamental concept makes it feasible: abstractionOne fundamental concept makes it feasible: abstraction

AbstractionAbstraction
Fundamental concept in Computer Science, especially applies Fundamental concept in Computer Science, especially applies 
herehere
LaforeLafore defines it as defines it as ““considered apart from detailed considered apart from detailed 
specifications or implementationspecifications or implementation””
Car analogyCar analogy

AbstractionAbstraction

We create a layered systemWe create a layered system
Abstract data typesAbstract data types as fundamental building blocks of as fundamental building blocks of 
informationinformation

What data types does Java support?What data types does Java support?
Primitive vs. reference data typesPrimitive vs. reference data types

Abstract algorithmsAbstract algorithms as fundamentally useful to a broad as fundamentally useful to a broad 
range of applicationsrange of applications

Data manipulation, sorts, searchesData manipulation, sorts, searches
You wonYou won’’t always have to design them, but yout always have to design them, but you’’ll ll 
always have to use themalways have to use them

Understanding how they work, even under the scenes, is key Understanding how they work, even under the scenes, is key 
in making your code work betterin making your code work better

ExampleExample

Music databaseMusic database
How can we represent this information?How can we represent this information?
What kinds of operations would we do on such a What kinds of operations would we do on such a 
application?application?
What problems do we encounter with a naWhat problems do we encounter with a naïïve ve 
implementation?implementation?
Can we do better?Can we do better?

Can an abstract knowledge of data structures Can an abstract knowledge of data structures 
and algorithms help?and algorithms help?
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WhatWhat’’s out there?s out there?

Data structures?Data structures?
Arrays (sorted or unsorted), stacks, queues, linked lists, treesArrays (sorted or unsorted), stacks, queues, linked lists, trees, , 
hashtableshashtables, heaps, graphs, heaps, graphs

Algorithms?Algorithms?
InsertInsert
SearchSearch
DeleteDelete
IterateIterate
SortSort
RecurseRecurse

ObjectObject--Oriented Programming Oriented Programming 
and Javaand Java

What is OO?What is OO?
How does OO help?How does OO help?

Improves abstractionImproves abstraction
Allows code reuseAllows code reuse
Access control to data: makes it more reliable Access control to data: makes it more reliable –– encapsulationencapsulation

Why do we use Java in a class like this?Why do we use Java in a class like this?
OO is nice, butOO is nice, but……
Java has no pointersJava has no pointers
StronglyStrongly--typedtyped
Garbage collectionGarbage collection

What weWhat we’’ll be doing the rest of ll be doing the rest of 
the semesterthe semester……

Learning about these data structuresLearning about these data structures
Learning about some of the algorithms for themLearning about some of the algorithms for them
Learning which is best whenLearning which is best when

Elementary analysis of algorithmsElementary analysis of algorithms
Take the real class if you want to know the detailsTake the real class if you want to know the details

Becoming better programmers!Becoming better programmers!
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Homework & Next TimeHomework & Next Time

No No ““officialofficial”” homework until next weekhomework until next week
HW0 posted on webpage HW0 posted on webpage –– no submissionno submission

Intended to get you up to speedIntended to get you up to speed

Get the bookGet the book
Next time: start looking at Next time: start looking at ADTsADTs and OO and OO 
design more closely, design more closely, ““refresherrefresher”” on Java OO on Java OO 
constructsconstructs


